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not necessary for a meritorious act, 308
not necessary for divine acceptance, 289–292, 294–295
not necessary for removal of guilt and penalty, 321
not sufficient for divine acceptance, 295–296
object of, 272, 281
senses of, 305, 312
whether naturally possible, 309
charity, 194, 195, 199, 202, 205, 216
choice, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 69, 95, 113, 148, 158, 194, 254, 318
Christ, 24, 34, 35, 36, 37, 121, 161, 162, 231, 327
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penalty without sin, 98, 248, 327
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was unable to earn demerit, 231
church, 154, 167, 255, 258

deliberation, 38, 41

to love God, 245
to love enemies, 41
to not love God, 260
willing to obey is necessarily virtuous, 256
from a superior, 137, 164, 251, 262
political vs. despotic, 149, 158
comprehension and division, 68, 69
connotation, 19, 41, 69, 82, 170, 299
charity, 305, 313
divine love connotes a creature, 305
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punishment connotes a preceding sin, 248
thief and adultery connote a contrary obligation, 245
virtuous and meritorious connote prudence and the will, 214
conscience, 153
temptation, senses of, 95
courage, 31, 153, 181, 186–188, 191, 216, 325
connection with chastity, 194
distinct, 38

are objects of willing, 155, 166, 168, 169, 193
Clement V, 327
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abstractive, 19
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of a pleasurable object, 115
of being, 107
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commands
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divine, 130–139, 142, 221, 259
acts against conscience are contrary to such, 209
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to love God, 245
to not love God, 260
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from a superior, 137, 164, 251, 262
political vs. despotic, 149, 158
connection with chastity, 194
decision, 38
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infused, 274–281, 283
location of, 272
object of, 272, 283, 284
fornication, 31, 37, 133, 199, 200;
see also sex
freedom, 39, 109, 111, 113, 114, 151, 153, 156, 197, 205, 232, 240, 243, 246, 247
senses of, 95, 246–247
friendship, see love, friendship-love

Giles of Rome, 7, 9

God, 119–144
able to accept a natural act as meritorious, 307
able to accept a soul without charity, 289–292, 299–301
able to annihilate anyone without wrongdoing, 327
able to give eternal punishment to anyone without wrongdoing, 327
able to hate someone without a form inhering in them, 301–302
able to will badness, 135
antecedent vs. consequent will, 134
as first cause, 129
can annihilate anything God creates, 296
can be an object of misuse, 72
can be willed-against, 98, 110
can cause an act of hating God, 239
can cause any act without sin, 245
can command someone not to love God, 260
can punish anyone without being unjust, 320
cannot be necessitated to confer eternal life, 296–297
cannot sin, 111, 215, 251
could remove sin without any penance or penalty, 252–254
divine love, generic vs. specific, 299, 304
divine will identical with divine essence, 124, 125
divine will, senses of, 130
does not necessarily love any virtue, 304
God (cont.)
freely beatifies, 296–297
freely loves, 303
is a debtor to no one, 320, 327
is a final cause of all Christian virtues, 329
is an immediate cause of every created thing, 128
more prone to reward than to punish, 331
powers of, 14
revealed will, 130–134, 142
sometimes wills for creatures to will the opposite of what God wills, 225
will of good purpose, 130–134, 141

goodness, 120, 137
accidental, 120, 122
can be willed-against, 229–232
natural, 193, 302
not necessarily willed-for, 109
of acts according to genus, 192, 236, 297
senses of, 229
substantial, 120
grace, 249, 252, 296, 300, 315–317, 319, 321; see also charity
Gratian, 262
Gregory IX, 327
Gregory the Great, 318

guilt, 252–254, 317, 319, 320, 331; see also sin

acquired vs. infused, 316, 330
are generated and strengthened by the same acts, 219
causes of, 175–181
do not necessitate the will, 237
generation of habit of knowledge, 234
in the will, 156–157
inclining mediately, senses of, 142
infused, 270–284
intellectual, 180
meritorious, 155
none are intrinsically praiseworthy, 308
of premises and conclusions, 175, 211, 273, 280
of sensitive part vs. rational part, 183, 191

one habit never immediately inclines to the act of another habit, 211
reasons for positing, 152, 153, 156, 157
supernatural, see virtues, theological
unity of, 190
vicious, 176, 197, 203, 205, 316, 319, 324, 329
hatred, 51, 63, 68, 69, 103, 153, 164, 184, 302
compatibility with charity, 330
of God can be caused by God, 239
of God can be commanded by God, 109
of God not necessarily sinful, 109, 239, 245, 251

Henry of Ghent, 11–12, 13
hersy, 269
heretics, 271, 274, 275
heroic virtue, 197, 200, 201
senses of, 199

Holy Spirit, 15, 67, 87, 125, 270, 286, 307, 310, 312, 313, 314
hope, 271–274, 281, 283
human being
senses of, 121
humility, 159, 161

ignorance, 62, 113, 196
imagination, 24, 26, 30
imputability of acts, 40
infants, 30, 182, 185, 195, 254, 293, 294, 301, 316, 320, 325, 326, 327, 328
insanity, 21, 152, 155, 195, 220, 249, 254
intellect, 152, 156
can understand multiple things with one act, 70, 71
definition of, 13
deliberative, 40
divine, 216
object of, 107
prior to will, 18
relation to sense powers, 21
relation to will, 13, 14–17

Jerome, 162
John Duns Scotus
acquired faith, 274, 276
acts become virtuous through generation of prudence, 212
adequate object of intellect, 107
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no one obligated to sin, 222
to conform to divine will, 140–144
to love friends, 292
to love God, 226
due to God’s command, 245
to not hate God, 227
to will what reason dictates, 218
Ockham’s Razor, see parsimony operation, senses of, 7
pagans, 270, 271
pain, 24–37, 224, 232, 233
parents, 143
parsimony, 18, 183, 271
God often not parsimonious, 314
passio, senses of, 15
passions, 24–37, 39, 158, 171, 177, 178, 181, 182
anger, 184
are morally indifferent, 183
being marked by passions, 188
can be caused by acts of will, 188
can be objects of a virtuous act, 186–188
causally due to bodily states, 158
distinctions among, 27–28
excessive passions are vicious, 189
hatred, 184
identical with acts, 178–180, 182, 183–186
lack of passions is vicious, 189
lead to pleasure or distress, 179
praiseworthy by extrinsic denomination, 158
praiseworthy or blameworthy by extrinsic denomination, 186
senses of, 178–180
patience, 159
Paul the Apostle, 86, 162, 190, 268, 269, 271, 278, 327
Pelagius, 296–297
penalty, 247, 250, 317, 319
acts that are a penalty for sin, 240
does not require a previous sin, 248
eternal, 237, 266, 319
eternal vs. temporal, 320
exterior penalty not necessary for removal of sin, 252
in animals, 248
in Christ, 248
is ordained by God, 327
of hell, 326
penance, 252–254
perseverance, 199
Peter Auriol, 286–289, 297
Peter Auvergne, 102, 104
Peter Lombard
baptism removes guilt, 317
baptism takes away penalty, 318
charity just is the Holy Spirit, 270, 312–313
God can make a better world, 119, 120
God’s will is cause of everything, 124
misuse of virtues, 57, 72
senses of will, 131, 132
use and enjoyment, 56
philosophers, 162
believed theft and adultery to be intrinsically bad, 245
had moral virtues of different species than Christians, 329
moral knowledge, 43
on the connection of the virtues, 193, 195
pleasure, 24–37, 75, 76, 77, 102–104, 106, 115, 152, 179, 181, 224, 232, 247
accompanying a virtuous act, 189
can exist without any habit, 310
causes a willing for that pleasure, 233
distinct from love, 103
not in bad angels, 104
subject of, 116
surpassing pleasure excludes distress, 32, 104, 106
will more inclined toward objects that cause pleasure, 224
potentia, senses of, 8
poverty, 159, 161, 195, 202
powers
created vs. uncreated, 35
distinction of, 20–21
executive power, 184, 185, 201
free by participation vs. free by essence, 93
free vs. natural, 108, 152, 153
oblique, 108
practical activity, 38–42, 205
senses of, 39
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practical knowledge, 40
prayer, 154, 155, 161, 167
predication, 16, 17, 107
prime matter, 9, 128
prudence, 182, 190, 193, 194, 208–215, 219, 323; see also right reason
actual prudence necessary and sufficient for a right act, 212–215
actual prudence, senses of, 212
aptitude for prudence not sufficient for a right act, 209–211
connection to moral virtues, 191
difference from technical skill, 190
distinct from moral knowledge, 203–205
habit of prudence not sufficient for a right act, 211
nature of prudence is to regulate will’s act, 211
senses of, 203
unity of, 190
Pseudo-Dionysius, 236
punishment, 97, 98, 141, 163, 164, 248, 317, 327
quality, 9, 14
bodily, 30, 37, 175, 202
quantity, 9
rape, 34, 34
relations, 11, 13, 73, 249, 250, 319
right reason, 97, 150, 153, 166, 167, 169, 191–196, 197–203, 205–206, 215, 323; see also prudence
and being worthy of eternal life, 270
conformity with, 40, 41, 96, 108, 154, 155, 159, 161
definition of, 214
deformity with, 40, 41, 161, 216, 221, 222
different for temperance and for self-control, 198
universal vs. particular, 199, 200, 201, 205, 217, 218
saints
on God willing what is bad, 138
on grace, 297, 299, 313, 321
on ignorance, 62
on intentions, 236, 260
on moral knowledge, 43, 44
on the connection of the virtues, 193, 195
on the freedom of angels, 243
on the theological virtues, 271, 281, 328
on theft and adultery, 245
on virtue, 256
some felt nothing bodily, 202
self-control, 197–203
sex, 25, 26, 31, 34, 37, 194, 195, 245, 329
and intellectual error, 218, 220–223
and obligation, 143, 221, 222
definition of, 249, 251, 319
nature of, 249–251
of commission, 216, 221, 223, 226–229
of omission, 161, 216, 218, 221, 223, 224, 228, 229, 226–229, 302
original sin, 234, 291, 318, 325, 326, 328
punishment of, 163, 164, 165, 243
removal of, 254
slavery, senses of, 95
soul, 121, 149, 159, 175; see also intellect, will
powers of, 5–22
states of, 179
speculation, 42, 162, 255
strife, 37
substances, 6, 7–10, 13, 95, 107, 115, 119, 120, 248, 299, 318
superior, 53, 137, 251, 262
technical skill, 176, 190
temperance, 150, 153, 176, 181, 182, 189, 191, 197–203, 269, 325
senses of, 198
theft, 133, 135, 139, 160, 163, 245
Thomas Aquinas
cause of virtues in sensitive part, 177
charity necessary for meritorious acts, 306–307, 309–311
infused moral virtues, 323
nobility of intellect and will, 82
parts of the soul, 17
powers of the soul, 6–11
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virtues are in both sensitive and rational parts of the soul, 149–150, 158–159
virtues inhere from nature, 174
will is determined by intellect’s judgement, 151
will necessitated to will the end, 89

unmoved movers, 111
use, 56–74
one act or multiple, 62–71
senses of, 58

vainglory, 154, 155
Virgin Mary, 231
virginity, 159, 161, 173, 194, 195, 202
virtues, 71, 149, 155, 161, 162, 173–196; see also habits
acquired, 271, 273, 274, 283, 308, 316, 321, 324, 325, 328
and the passions, 182, 186–188
connection of, 182, 191–196, 205–206
generated from acts, 193
infused, see virtues, theological
located in the will, 150–152, 156–157
moral, 186, 191, 191, 323–325, 328, 329
natural, 181, 182–183

perfect vs. imperfect, 189, 191, 193, 200, 206, 211
theological, 270–284, 325, 327, 328
connection of, 321–325

war, 155
will
command of, 42, 46, 47, 85, 152, 153, 158, 159, 163, 170, 188, 216, 221
conditional vs. unconditional, 25, 27, 28, 33, 34, 36, 47, 50, 54, 99, 141, 168, 192, 225
conformity to another will, senses of, 140
definition of, 13
efficacious, 29, 51, 97, 98, 113, 216, 217, 218
inclinations of, 96, 153, 157, 224, 232, 246
necessitated, 29, 51, 79, 89, 90, 91, 94, 201, 245
rational power, 101, 113, 159
relation to intellect, 13, 14–17
rightness of, 223, 225
world
senses of, 119